
     Interested in learning more about a philosophy that is free of dogma?
Science of Mind is a discovery process that facilitates our continued
evolution.  The basic principle is rooted in Oneness, Faith, and Belief.

     The predominant emotion of fear/guilt seems to be the primary
experience we each continue to be aware of (in various forms). Much
easier to identify in the lives of others than ourselves. Science of Mind
principles contain no dualistic paradigms of separation that foster fear or
guilt. 

     Oneness erases competition and the addiction to dualistic living, for we
all come from God,  Prana, Divine, Creator, or what Science of Mind refers to
as The Thing Itself. I connect to the name Spirit.  

      Possibly one of our main intentions for the next few months is to help one
another see in our lives where the concept of duality/separation infringes
on our ability to fully embrace the essence of Oneness. 

     In short, as we establish a safe space to share, we encourage one
another to apply the principle that Spirit (the Thing Itself) is all there is so
you KNOW (indwelling faith) that you are one with Spirit.

      Then, to live knowing we are incarnations of Spirit and Spirit expresses in
and through us by the principle of cause/effect;  That it is done unto us as
we believe as according to your faith it is done...

       As we gather, may we encourage one another to live in the Reality of
One Mind, and may we create that Reality in this reality. 

 
And So It Is,

                                                                  Cynthia
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